ELEVATE EXPECTATIONS

Reliance™ Endoscope Drying and Storage Cabinets

One Integrated Approach to Healthcare.
Performance

Controlled Environment
- Keep your storage environment clean and dry through internal air pressure with an average of an air exchange every 20 seconds
- Reliance™ 6000 Series model includes channel-purging air flow to facilitate drying of internal lumens

Insight Inside
- Plan inventory and track hang time information of scopes
- Available inventory at-a-glance
- Easy scan badge access maintains scope security
- Robust data collection for reporting on scope use

Vertical is Best
- Prevent scopes from touching and damaging each other
- Maintain ideal shape without causing potentially damaging coil memory
- Eliminate the chance of water draining onto other scopes

Unparalleled Filtration – 3 is better
- Three phase filtration removes 99.7% of particulates*
- Main HEPA filter’s unique circular design delivers an unmatched surface filter area and is gasket-locked into place
- Final chamber filter helps ensure a clean chamber environment

There’s a better way.
The Reliance™ Endoscope Drying and Storage Cabinets set a higher standard to protect and manage your scopes. These innovative cabinets help assure that your scopes are stored properly in a drying environment.

Establish a higher standard for your patients and endoscopes

* Up to 0.3 micron in size

The Reliance Endoscope Drying and Storage Cabinets meet or exceed all current recommendations and guidelines from AAMI (ST91; 2015), AORN (2016) and SGNA.

Through a unique combination of features, you can stay compliant while also anticipating future requirements. These features include:
- HEPA filtered air
- Channel purging
- Digital access and tracking
- Vertical storage
Reliance™ Endoscope Drying and Storage Cabinets

**DESIGN**

**Premium Construction**
- Available in a range of sizes and features to fit your needs
- Non-porous stainless steel chamber construction
- Easy startup with no additional hookups or external compressors needed
- Maximum visibility through tempered glass doors and internal LED lighting
- Easy cleaning with gasket-less doors and removable drip pan floor

Reliance™ 5000 Series
- Stainless Steel Construction with Tempered Glass Doors
- Vertical Hanging Racks
- Capacity Options for 6, 10, 16 or 20 Scopes
- Positive Air Pressure with HEPA Filtration
- Add-On Options for an additional 6, 10, 16 or 20 Scopes
- Channel Purging Connectors
- Scope Hang Time Tracking with Touch Interface and Barcode Reader

Reliance™ 6000 Series
- Stainless Steel Construction with Tempered Glass Doors
- Vertical Hanging Racks
- Capacity Options for 6, 10, 16 or 20 Scopes
- Positive Air Pressure with HEPA Filtration
- Add-On Options for an additional 6, 10, 16 or 20 Scopes
- Channel Purging Connectors
- Scope Hang Time Tracking with Touch Interface and Barcode Reader

For more information please contact your STERIS representative or visit www.steris.com/RelianceEndoDryandStore